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INSTRUCTIONS
This examination is divided into two parts.
Part One, includes 10 questions - simply circle whether you believe the statement is
TRUE or FALSE.
Part Two, includes 20 multiple choice questions - simply circle the most correct
answer from the list provided.
1. You are required to answer at least 22 of the 30 questions correctly to be
eligible for an on the mat for practical examination.
2. Your examination will be marked by the Referees Committee and you
will receive feedback on your strengths and weaknesses.
If you
pass, you will be given practical experience on the mat, with one on one
mentoring throughout the session. Your performance will be evaluated at the
end of the session. If your performance is satisfactory or higher, you will be
awarded a State ‘C’ referees licence.
3. A referee’s uniform consists of grey trousers, white business style shirt and
black socks. You will be given a JFA(Q) Inc State tie on attaining your State ‘C’
licence. A black jacket can be purchased at a later date. A Judo-gi may also
be worn but trousers, shirt and tie are preferred.
The above-mentioned applicant has completed the exam on the
Marked By

Score

Pass/Fail

Date
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PART ONE (TRUE or FALSE) Questions 1-10
1. Long hair should be tied so as to avoid causing inconvenience to the other
player.
TRUE

FALSE

2. The sleeves on the jacket must cover the wrist joint.
TRUE

FALSE

3. The body of the jacket must be worn with the left side crossed over the right.
TRUE

FALSE

4. Osaekomi announced simultaneously with the time signal should be
allowed to continue.
TRUE

FALSE

5. Uke has been thrown cleanly however Uke lands in a bridge using their head.
The referee should score Waza-ari.
TRUE

FALSE

6. Tori breaks the grip of the opponent with two hands. Tori should be
penalized with Shido.
TRUE

FALSE

7. Uke has been thrown, but whilst falling, Uke turns in mid-air and lands on
his/her front. The referee should award a Waza-ari.
TRUE

FALSE

8. Tori gripping the leg to throw or Uke blocking an attempted technique by
their opponent by grasping below the belt is penalized as
Hansoku-make.
TRUE

FALSE

9. When both contestants fall to the mat after what appears to be
simultaneous attacks, and the referee and judges cannot determine
which contestant had control, there should be no score awarded.
TRUE

FALSE

10. While being held down, Uke manages to put their hand on Tori’s face and
attempts to push away Uke should be penalized Shido.
TRUE
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PART TWO
(Check the box with most correct answer)
Questions 11-30
11 What is the score (if any) is given to a contestant who holds with
Osaekomi the other contestant for 11 seconds.
❏ No Score
❏ Wazari
❏ Ippon
12 The criteria(s) a referee should consider in scoring Ippon for a throwing
technique is(are):
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Control
Largely on the back
Force
Speed
All of these

13 Tori throws Uke with control. Uke lands directly on his/her side with speed and
force. What would you score?
❏ No Score
❏ Wazari
❏ Ippon
14 What is the score (if any) for a contestant holding , the other contestant in
Osaekomi for 15 seconds or more but less than 20 seconds?
❏ No Score
❏ Wazari
❏ Ippon
15 In groundwork, Tori has applied an arm lock within the contest area and moves
on to the safety area and maintains the arm lock, what should you do?
❏ Call matte to stop the action
❏ Allow the action to continue until either Uki submits or there is no
obvious effect.
❏ Call Mate stop the action and penalize Tori with Shido
❏ Call Ippon
❏ Call Yosh
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16 In the case of Osaekomi on the edge of the contest area and the contestants going
outside into the safety area (not outside the safety area) the referee should:
❏ Allow the Osaekomi to continue
❏ Call matte and award score (if any) to the contestant holding the other
down.
❏ Penalise Tori for leaving the contest area
❏ Penalise Uke for leaving the contest area
❏ None of these
17 In a standing position to take a one side or unconventional grip. How long could
you generally allow the grip before awarding a penalty?
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

They must attack immediately
5 seconds
10 seconds
15 seconds
20 seconds

18 If both contestants have proper Kumikata, how many seconds between
attacks referee should allow before penalizing?
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

45 seconds
25 seconds
20 seconds
15 seconds
10 seconds

19 What is the penalty for deliberately going outside the contest area?
❏ Hansoku-Make
❏ Wazari
❏ Shido
20 When a contestant gets a third minor injury (blood) in the same location as a
previous injury
❏ There is a Shido recorded against them
❏ The injured competitor loses the match by Kiken-gachi
❏ None of these
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21 If a player, other than a Junior, calls for a Doctor/Medic for an injury other than
an injury, which is covered by “Free Touch” (ie Blood, to cut broken nail, testicle
injury or suspected head injury), what should be the decision of the referee?
❏ Allow the treatment in the interest of the player and the match
continues
❏ Allow the treatment but the other player wins by Kiken- Gachi (win by
withdrawal)
❏ Allow treatment but the other player wins by Hansoku-make
❏ Deny treatment and call Hajime
❏ Allow treatment and let player have a rest before continuing
22 Tori performs Kawazu Gake (Entwined leg) whilst players are facing in more or less
the same direction, Tori lifts Uke and throws him/her backwards and Uke lands flat on
his/her back with speed, force and control while Tori lands on top of Uke. What is the
score for this technique?
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Ippon
No score-Matte
Shido
Hansoku-make
Wazari

23 Tori performs a technique which you believe is dangerous and against the spirit
of Judo. The penalty for this is direct Hansoku-make. What is the correct way to
apply this penalty?
❏ Award the fight to Uke announcing Hansoku-make to Tori
❏ Tell him/her he/she is naughty and allow the fight to continue
❏ Call matte; direct the players to tidy their Judogi’s. Allow time for the
other referees and commissioner to review on the care system. If a
majority agree apply the penalty.
❏ Give Tori a warning and continue the fight
24 At the end of the allocated time for a match, the scores are even. What do you
do?
❏ Award the fight to the player you think has done the most
❏ Call Golden Score reset the timer. Call Hajime, Golden score rules apply
❏ Call Soremade and ask the players to leave the mat and when they have
had enough rest come back and start their fight over. Golden score rules
apply.
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25 Who wins in the following situation? Please explain how you came to this
conclusion.
Blue has a Wazari and 2 Shidos
White has a Wazari and 1 Shido
As the same time end off the contest buzzer sounds as Osaekomi is called, white
holds down the blue player for 10 seconds.
❏ BLUE
❏ WHITE

What penalty would you give for the following infringements?
26 To kick with the knee or foot, the hand or the arm of the opponent, in order to
make him/her release their grip.
❏ Shido
❏ Hansoku-make
27 In the action of a throw, for example Uchi-mata to dive forward on to the head
to effect the throw.
❏ Shido
❏ Hansoku-make
28 To abuse or threaten a referee.
❏ Shido
❏ Hansoku-make
29 To intentionally avoid taking Kumikata in order to prevent action in the
contest.
❏ Shido
❏ Hansoku-make
30 From a standing position to apply a Kansetsu-waza such as
Ude-hishigi-waki-gatame dropping to the ground in a dangerous manner to affect
the arm bar.
❏ Shido
❏ Hansoku-make
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